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Every time the traditional 36x24mm "full frame" camera world announces a camera with a new 
sensor, the internet photo forums go wild with claims that medium format is now officially dead.  
Sometimes these claims come from surprising sources that clearly know that their claim is just a 
headline used to generate clicks on their website and simply not true.  In fact, with the recent 
introductions of new medium format cameras at prices that are at least a little more consumer 
friendly than in the past, medium format digital photography is one of the few segments in 
photography that is actually growing. 
 
When I first started dabbling in digital medium format a few years ago for landscape 
photography, I performed a field comparison between a Phase One 645DF+/IQ160 60 
megapixel digital back with the original version of the Schneider Kreuznach 75-150mm lens and 
a Nikon D800E 36 megapixels camera with the Nikkor 24-70mm f/2.8G lens.  The 75-150mm 
offers a field of view that is approximately equal to 48-96mm equivalent on a full frame camera 
so there was plenty of focal length overlap to do the comparison.  I found that the medium 
format option was able to render significantly higher fine detail, especially as you looked farther 
and farther into the scene.  You can find the original article here: 
http://www.ejphoto.com/Quack%20PDF/Medium%20Format.pdf 
While I stand by the results of that comparison, the two lenses used are quite different.   Most of 
the shortcomings of the old mid 1990's Mamiya derived 645DF+ camera described in that article 
are now a thing of the past.  The much more modern Phase One XF camera platform reduces 
or eliminates many of the medium format disadvantages significantly.  Cost and weight are of 
course still a consideration although the Fuji GFX 50 megapixel cropped sensor medium format 
camera has brought system costs to the same neighborhood as the most expensive 135 format 
DSLRs like the Nikon D5 and Canon EOS 1Dx Mk II.  Autofocus performance, specifically  
speed of focus acquisition and tracking, is still vastly superior on 135 cameras compared to any 
medium format offering.  But medium format has modernized itself significantly so I felt that it 
was time to do the comparison again, this time using the best sensors available in both medium 
format and 135 full frame format.  I have also chosen the finest equivalent field of view lenses 
targeted at landscape photographers that are available for each system.  Here is the hardware 
that I used for this comparison: 
 
135 Format Challenger: 
- Sony a7R Mk II with 42 megapixel 36x24mm Back-side illuminated Sony sensor  
- Zeiss Loxia 21mm f/2.8 Distagon Lens with 91 degree angle of view on 135 format 
 
Medium Format Presumptive Champion: 
- Phase One XF with IQ3100 101 megapixel 53.5x 40mm Sony sensor 



- Schneider Kreuznach 35mm f/3.5 Lens with 89 degree angle of view on digital 645 medium 
format (approximately equivalent to a 22mm lens in 135 terms) 
 
The 101 megapixel Phase One back has a 2.5x sensor area advantage over the a7R Mk II's 
sensor.  The Sony camera's base ISO is 100 and to keep everything the same, I also used ISO 
100 on the Phase One system even though its base ISO is 50.  It has been shown that the 
IQ3100 digital back has identical dynamic range and noise performance at ISO 100 and ISO 50 
so I have introduced no disadvantage there.  Neither sensor employs an anti-aliasing filter so 
that is not a factor in the tests.  Aperture values were compensated to deal with the inherent 
depth of field difference between a 35mm lens and a 21mm lens.  Note that the reason for two 
significantly different focal lengths that yield equivalent angle of views on the two different 
formats is the large difference in sensor size.  This means one uses a longer focal length lens 
on medium format to take what looks like the same picture as one taken with a shorter focal 
length on full frame 135 format.  The depth of field, if apertures are kept identical, due to this 
focal length difference is less on medium format.  While it is impossible to perfectly eliminate 
this due to needing 1/6 stop aperture granularity for that, shooting the 35mm medium format 
lens at f/8 and the 135 format lens at f/5.6 essentially eliminates DOF differences while shooting 
both lenses approximately 2 stops from their maximum aperture.  This puts both lenses within 
the best image quality aperture range for the lens.  The Sony system does not require focus 
calibration since it focuses at the sensor level and the Zeiss 21mm lens is manual focus.  The 
Phase One focusing system is located off sensor so a careful lens calibration (Focus Trim in 
Phase One language) was performed with Phase One's new automated lens calibration.  Focus 
was carefully checked in magnified Live View prior to exposure to insure that focus did not play 
a role in any resolution/sharpness comparisons.  An extremely sturdy Gitzo 4 series tripod with 
spikes was used in calm wind conditions and the images were taken with a 5 second delay 
between tripping the shutter and the actual exposure.  Both cameras were set for electronic first 
curtain and focal plane shutter second curtain.  The Phase One camera was shot with the mirror 
locked up since the Sony has no mirror.  Both were shot in a lossless RAW format, the Sony at 
its maximum 14bit per color RAW mode and the Phase One at its maximum 16 bit per color 
RAW mode.   Capture One was used to process the images.  This is the recommended RAW 
processor by Phase One and Sony for these respective cameras - both cameras ship with a link 
to download Capture One and it has very specific camera profiles internal to the software for 
each camera. 
 
I usually rely heavily on resolution test charts but both set-ups easily outresolve the 4000 lines 
per frame resolution of the ISO 12233 resolution test chart so I resorted to a real world 
landscape photography scene with a decent dynamic range and lots of detail in the distance.   
Below you will find the two images used for the comparison, without any adjustments from the 
Capture One defaults for that camera and lens.  These are straight from the camera into 
Capture One and then converted to TIFF and loaded in Photoshop where no adjustments of any 
kind were made keeping everything completely equal: 
 



 
 

 
 

The top photo is from the Phase One in its native 4:3 aspect ratio and the second is from the 
Sony in its native 3:2 aspect ratio.  One can see that vertically the two images are nearly 
identical in their field of view and horizontally the 21mm lens on the a7R Mk II is a bit wider than 



the 35mm lens on the Phase One due to the aspect ratio difference between the two sensors.  
Careful examination also reveals slightly more contrast in the Sony image than the Phase One 
photograph - we will see later why that is the case.  My careful white balance calibration of each 
camera paid off as the two have virtually identical color temperatures. 
 
Next we will look at fine detail rendering.  In recent years, as the megapixel count has come up 
on 135 format cameras, there is the inevitable discussion that medium format is obsolete and no 
longer offers image quality benefits.  Let's see if that's true: 
 

 
 
These are 100% pixel view samples of identical areas from each camera - the difference in size 
is due to the difference in sensor size and the number of pixels that each sensor in rendering an 
equivalent part of the scene.  To keep things consistent, throughout this article the Phase One 
files are always displayed first and the Sony files second.  In this comparison you can see 
significantly more detail in the XF-IQ3100 sample than you can in the a7R Mk II sample.  Note 
that these samples represent a mere 0.64% of the total pixels in the photograph. 
 



To equalize the sizes, as we would if we were printing the two at the same size, we will first look 
at the results of uprezzing the 42 megapixel Sony a7R Mk II files to match the 101 megapixel 
Phase One files: 
 

 
 
The difference between the 0.65% crop of the 101 megapixel image on the left and the same 
crop and then uprezzed on the right are dramatic.  Individual blades of grass, even at this 
extreme crop as well as fine details on the Mesquite Tree are clearly rendered on the left and 
are very soft on the right.  Clearly there is a very significant advantage to the 101 megapixel 
digital back over the 42 megapixel mirrorless camera.  This would be plainly visible in larger 
prints 
 
Many people do not print larger than 13x19, the largest size supported by most quality desktop 
photo printers.  So let's see what would happen if we downrezzed the Phase One file to the 
same size as the Sony file as one would when making these smaller prints:  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
The Sony file on the right clearly looks much better in its native resolution than when uprezzed 
but downrezzing the Phase One 101 megapixel file, there is still significantly more detail leading 
to more detail in the final print. 
 
This analysis shows that the claim that modern high megapixel full frame 135 format cameras 
render scenes with as much detail as medium format is false.  While I don't currently have a 50 
megapixel medium format back to show a comparison of a larger sensor with similar pixel count, 
in my experience shooting 50 and 60 megapixel medium format, there is still a very visible 
difference.  Today's 135 full frame sensors deliver incredible detail compared to just a few years 
ago but they are no match for current generation and even one to two generation old medium 
format sensors. 
 
The other area that must be compared to paint a clear picture of the differences for landscape 
photographers between high end medium format and high end 135 format is dynamic range.  
The pixel size of these two sensors is virtually identical but the medium format camera records 
16 bits per color compared to 14 bits per color on the a7R Mk II.  This gives the medium format 
camera an inherent advantage but this is at least somewhat offset by the a7R Mk II's back-side 
illuminated (BSI) sensor design.  This technology moves interconnects and other circuitry 
underneath the pixel wells rather than in between them allowing more efficient pixel wells. 
 
When first loading the RAW files into Capture One and looking at the histogram of the file, I 
noticed right away that there was a bit more headroom on the low end in the 101 megapixel file.  
Both images were shot using Expose To The Right (ETTR) techniques which maximizes 
dynamic range so the highlights are pushed to the same point.  Since the shadows come almost 
to the left edge of the a7R file's RAW histogram in Capture One Pro, I pretty much used the 
entire dynamic range that the sensor is capable of with this photograph.  The 101 megapixel 
Phase One file on the other hand had a bit of space on the histogram between the darkest 
shadow in the image and solid black indicating that the scene did not fully utilize this sensor's 



dynamic range.  This explains why the Sony file appears to have more contrast when no 
adjustments are made in RAW prior to conversion.  The deepest shadows on the Sony photos 
are very near black for that sensor.  When the Phase one file's black levels are adjusted to be 
equal to the Sony's, the photos compare much more closely in contrast: 
 

 

 
 
Even when these drastically downsized images are carefully analyzed, one can already see the 
higher dynamic range in the medium format photo on top.  The shadowed mountain ridge on the 



right side of the photo about 2/3 of the way up from the bottom has significantly more color and 
visible contrast resulting in a more detailed looking scene. 
 
Digging deeper into the dynamic range, we will focus on the tree growing out of the rock in the 
water in the lower right of the frame that is in shade.  Both images were boosted by 4 stops prior 
to RAW conversion to see if we can see any information in a hole at the base of the tree: 
 

 
 
It is difficult to tell in this PDF file but there is more root visible in the dark hole in the medium 
format file on the left than in the 135 format file on the right.  In comparison, the 135 file just has 
smoothed out mush with little contrast.  The overall difference in dynamic range is not dramatic 
but definitely exists.  There is perhaps a 1 stop difference in these test shots that is visible when 
looking around the darker parts of the image.   
 

 



The comparison of the top of the line high megapixel 135 full frame format cameras and the 
Phase One IQ3100 from PhotonsToPhotos.net  is reproduced above.  The first solid colored dot 
on each of the curves (except the Nikon D850) represent the dynamic range at ISO 100.  In 
these lab measured dynamic range plots, it shows an approximate 1 2/3 stop advantage at ISO 
100 for the Phase One digital back (orange dataset) over the a7R Mk II (black dataset) and a 
significant advantage is maintained as ISO is raised.  
 
Digital noise, even with the 4 stop push applied in RAW processing, is essentially a non-issue 
and equivalent between the two.  The fact that there is no difference in noise is not surprising 
since both use similar pixel sizes and both sensors are made in the same Sony factory on 
similar semiconductor technology nodes.  Any noise difference due to using back-side 
illumination on the Sony camera is not significant at a 4 stop push.  From personal experience, 
you really start seeing the difference in noise at ISO 6400 where the Sony has less color noise 
than the Phase One.  There is also no significant difference in color which is a testament to the 
Capture One software team that profiles these cameras for their Capture One RAW conversion 
engine.  Even with careful white balance calibration between the two cameras, I expected more 
visible differences in color rendering.  It also means that the Schneider Kreuznach 35mm lens 
and the Zeiss Loxia 21mm lens have similar color transmission properties. 
 
At the time of this writing, Nikon has just released a 45 megapixel 135 format sensor camera, 
the D850.  Lab and field testing so far has shown that on the resolution and dynamic range 
front, this camera is essentially identical to the 42 megapixel a7R Mk II that was used for this 
analysis.  The dynamic range chart shown above bears out these similarities.   Canon offers the 
50 megapixel EOS 5DSR 135 format camera.  There is a very slight but nearly imperceptible 
resolution increase with this camera's sensor at  ISO 100 compared to the a7R Mk II but it 
diminishes quickly as the ISO values go up.  Its base dynamic range is much worse than the 
test cameras used here and its measured resolution is not quite up to the 50 megapixel medium 
format sensors and nowhere near the 101 megapixel sensor used for comparison here.  
Pushing shadows in the EOS 5DSR renders some very ugly banding and noise. The EOS 
5DSR is the current resolution king among 135 format cameras but it is not the overall image 
quality leader being bested by both the a7R Mk II and the D850 and even 36 megapixel 
cameras like the Nikon D810 and Pentax K1. 
 
In summary, medium format still has a sizeable advantage in detail rendering ability making it 
the clear choice for large prints and beyond.  At the larger common desktop print sizes, such as 
those in the 13x19 inch range, there is still a discernible, although much less dramatic 
difference.  Of course this difference diminishes as you print at even smaller sizes to the point 
where it does not matter.  For the person that prints the occasional 8x10 or 8x12 inch print or 
those that post  their pictures oline, even the a7R Mk II is total overkill but if your goal is to 
render large prints as well as possible, there is no substitute for high pixel count medium format 
photography. 
 
Here is the final photograph from the 101 megapixel medium format camera with some contrast 
and tone curve adjustments: 



 

 
Goldfield Mountains, Arizona (Phase One XF-IQ3100, 35mm) 

 
Even at this small reproduction size there is a rich three dimensionality and the shadowed side 
of the mountain ridge detail is excellent. 
 
The ability to make huge crops of photos and still be left with enough pixels for a good sized 
print or even a photo in a magazine article is on a completely different level with huge megapixel 
high quality digital sensors.  In closing, below is a 100% pixel for pixel crop of just the very top of 
the mountain.  This is almost exactly a 1 megapixel extraction of the 101 megapixels in the file 
or approximately 1% of the total pixels available.  Check out the incredible detail that can be 
rendered from just 1% of the pixels: 
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